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The Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller A People Magazine Top Ten Book of the Year!"Intelligent
and captivating. Don't miss it." - People Magazine"One of the best celebrity memoirs of the year."
-The Hollywood ReporterRock Star. Composer and Lyricist. Feminist Icon. Survivor.Simon's memoir
reveals her remarkable life, beginning with her storied childhood as the third daughter of Richard L.
Simon, the co-founder of publishing giant Simon & Schuster, her musical debut as half of The
Simon Sisters performing folk songs with her sister Lucy in Greenwich Village, to a meteoric solo
career that would result in 13 top 40 hits, including the #1 song "You're So Vain." She was the first
artist in history to win a Grammy Award, an Academy Award and a Golden Globe Award, for her
song "Let the River Run" from the movie Working Girl. The memoir recalls a childhood enriched by
music and culture, but also one shrouded in secrets that would eventually tear her family apart.
Simon brilliantly captures moments of creative inspiration, the sparks of songs, and the stories
behind writing "Anticipation" and "We Have No Secrets" among many others. Romantic
entanglements with some of the most famous men of the day fueled her confessional lyrics, as well
as the unraveling of her storybook marriage to James Taylor.
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This downloaded onto my Kindle at around midnight last night and I was awake until 5 or 6 reading
it (I'm a little blurry right now but have the day off). First off, this is one of the best memoirs I've ever
read in my life. I have been reading the headlines about it and they all seem to focus on sex, sex,
sex. And sure, Carly Simon has had her affairs with various guys over the years, but I can't help but

wonder if the memoir of a male music star would have those same headlines. I'm guessing the
answer is not. What about her music? What about how her voice is the one you hear wherever you
go in this world (last week I heard You Belong to Me in the supermarket, and I Haven't Got Time for
the Pain in my doctor's office!).But back to the book - it is not what the headlines make you think it
is. It is a serious, beautifully written account of the life of a popular but under appreciated artist, that
was charmed in parts, deeply romantic in others and downright upsetting elsewhere. It is riveting too
- I can't think of many other books that would have had me reading straight through for five hours
until it started getting light out. Mostly it is an account of a difficult marriage, that is to say, between
her and James Taylor. They were the king and the queen of the 1970s. A lot of people have
wondered what it was really like between them and in this book we finally have the answer. But
Carly Simon is always respectful and loving towards him, even though she is also very very frank
about what went on. The book ends in the early 80s which makes me wonder if there will be a
second book! All in all, this book puts you under a spell that will make you want to play all her music
all over again and remember what it was like back then. Highly recommended!

I have just finished Boys in the Trees and it is remarkable!!I was hooked from the very first
paragraph. "This day may have been THE day, the very day when my identity was born. Before the
incident occurred, I didn't think about who I was. After, I would spend the rest of my life testing
myself to see if I had been right."Her writing style is elegant and eloquent.Ms Simon gracefully leads
the reader through her life piecing together her self identity all the while keeping the reader riveted
with an astonishing storytelling talent.Yes all the fun (and surprises!) of the famous relationships and
names are here, framed with the songs and music they inspired, but most important, for me, is the
story of a woman coming to terms with her own life long quest for love, understanding and
forgiveness.

I've been a big Carly Simon fan since the start of her career. Her persona was always bold and
sexy, but this memoir shows the truth underneath, of intense vulnerability and anxiety. That she has
been so successful is a great testament to surviving a lot of odds. I really wish she would write a
sequel - her life and music after James Taylor has been interesting, too - this book's epilogue isn't
enough. I sang a lot of her songs while reading it. By the way, Torch is still my favorite album of
hers.

First off, her writing and storytelling is very impressive and spectacular. I'm very impressed with

Carly's ability to tell these stories of her life in such a precise and eloquent manner. There is history,
humor, sadness, surprise, innocence, betrayal, optimism, hope, love, grace, hate and forgiveness
all weaved throughout the story. She attempts to give a rhyme and reason for all the pitfalls of
embracing an adulterated lifestyle from her parents to her own relationships without being overly
critical. She doesn't make excuses, but certainly gives a honest look at the conflicts, hardships and
consequences one can endure. It's well crafted and not a tabloid format at all. I found the
auto-biography to be REAL, honest and at times very touching. The story of Carly picking up her
Dad at work is extremely touching and one of the best story lines I have ever read in any book.
Carly takes the reader just to the edge on many of these stories and this gives them enough impact
and an element of surprise. It's surprising that Carly reveals so much of her feelings during the
60-80s and then shares her currently perspective and thoughts. She does this very well. She
doesn't really attack anyone (including James) but doesn't "sugar coat" it either. I only regret that
she didn't take this up to the current day life. The timeline is her childhood through about the mid
1980's. I'm sure this book will have broad appeal as it truly shows that many, many of us bought into
cultural and social falsehoods of the 60's and 70's and experience hasn't always worked out very
well for our families and relationships. Without God's grace we'd all be hopeless and without
purpose. Carly clearly is looking back at her life from a positive and forgiving way and this is what
makes this story special.

Like the other early reviewers, I read nonstop until the book's end. The author has a beautiful voice,
and her story is compelling. You will not regret this total immersion into an artist's life and how
love--both romantic and for one's children--changes everything. In so far as I remember, it's also an
accurate depiction of the times, and they were a changing.
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